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ABSTRACT
A reciprocal chromosomal transposition was identified in several annual oilseed Brassica napus genotypes

used as parents in crosses to biennial genotypes for genetic mapping studies. The transposition involved
an exchange of interstitial homeologous regions on linkage groups N7 and N16, and its detection was
made possible by the use of segregating populations of doubled haploid lines and codominant RFLP
markers. RFLP probes detected pairs of homeologous loci on N7 and N16 for which the annual and
biennial parents had identical alleles in regions expected to be homeologous. The existence of an interstitial
reciprocal transposition was confirmed by cytological analysis of synaptonemal complexes of annual �
biennial F1 hybrids. Although it included approximately one-third of the physical length of the N7 and
N16 chromosomes, few recombination events within the region were recovered in the progenies of the
hybrids. Significantly higher seed yields were associated with the parental configurations of the re-
arrangement in segregating progenies. These progenies contained complete complements of homeologous
chromosomes from the diploid progenitors of B. napus, and thus their higher seed yields provide evidence
for the selective advantage of allopolyploidy through the fixation of intergenomic heterozygosity.

MOLECULAR markers are widely used for devel- to increase the frequency of polymorphic loci or to
introgress alleles from divergent germ plasm. For suchoping linkage maps and studying quantitative

trait loci (Dudley 1993; Tanksley 1993; Lee 1995). parents, there is also an increased likelihood of fixation
of nondeleterious chromosomal rearrangements, espe-Disomic chromosome behavior and adherence to Men-
cially in self-pollinating allopolyploids, where exchangesdel’s laws are generally assumed in these studies. Polyso-
between homeologous chromosomes may have oc-mic polyploids are a common exception among culti-
curred and become fixed in certain lineages. Evidencevated plants, and they present a challenge for building
for chromosomal rearrangements has been found bygenetic linkage maps and analyzing quantitative traits
comparing linkage maps of related species (for exam-(Wu et al. 1992). Many polyploids, however, have diso-
ples, see Nelson et al. 1995; Lagercrantz and Lydiatemic chromosome behavior. Most of these probably arose
1996; Brubaker et al. 1999; Livingstone et al. 1999)as allopolyploids from hybridization of related species,
and by cytological examination of F1 hybrids from wideand they contain two or more sets of homeologous chro-
crosses within several species (wheat, Riley et al. 1967;mosomes from the parent species. Differences between
cotton, Stelly et al. 1990; oats, Morikawa and Leggettchromosomes from the parent species, along with the
1996). However, there is little evidence of chromosomalpossibility of genetic control of chromosome pairing
rearrangements between genotypes on the basis of aber-behavior (e.g., PH1 in hexaploid wheat; Riley and
rant segregation of molecular markers in mapping pop-Chapman 1958), generally prevent pairing between ho-
ulations (but see Sharpe et al. 1995; Cloutier et al.meologs and enforce disomic inheritance. However, oc-
1997; Livingstone et al. 1999). This may be due, incasional exceptions to strict homologous chromosome
part, to the difficulty of recognizing chromosomal re-pairing can occur even in stable allopolyploids and some-
arrangements as the cause for aberrant segregation un-times homeologous chromosomes can pair and exchange.
der the assumption of disomic inheritance. The use ofResearchers often construct linkage maps using prog-
dominant, mono-allelic markers, such as randomly ampli-enies derived from crosses of distantly related genotypes
fied polymorphic DNAs (RAPDs; Williams et al. 1990)
or amplified fragment length polymorphisms (AFLPs; Vos
et al. 1995), also can make chromosomal rearrangements
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(1996). Some identical probes have different nomenclatures:oilseed crop Brassica napus (n � 19), an allopolyploid
TG5D9 � pW104, WG2A3 � pW127, WG5A1 � pW134, andthat arose by hybridization of B. rapa (n � 10) and B.
WG7F5 � pW208. Fragment data were scored as described in

oleracea (n � 9; U 1935; Song et al. 1993; Parkin et al. the results. To determine if an RFLP fragment in B. napus
1995). Many of these maps rely on populations derived was located on a B. rapa or B. oleracea homolog, we compared

the size of the fragment to those detected on a screening blotfrom wide crosses, especially crosses between European
containing DNAs from several B. rapa and B. oleracea acces-annual or biennial cultivars and Canadian annual culti-
sions. The presence of an identical size fragment in one orvars. Some cases of unexpected marker segregation have
more accessions of a progenitor species and absence in an-

been observed in these populations and attributed to other species was taken as evidence of common ancestry. Also,
chromosomal translocations (Sharpe et al. 1995; the diploid origin of each chromosome in the N-o-9 parent

had been unambiguously determined by marker analysis of aCloutier et al. 1997). Sharpe et al. (1995) noted that
population derived from the resynthesized B. napus � N-o-9they observed evidence for a reciprocal translocation
(Parkin 1995; Parkin et al. 1995).between linkage groups N7 and N16 in one parent of

Cytology: Synaptonemal complexes were prepared from an-
their mapping population. Using a different popula- thers of the N-o-1 and N-o-9 parental plants and the F1 hybrids
tion, Thormann (1995) reported a linkage group at the prophase I stage of meiosis using the protocol described

in Hall et al. (1997).(LG6) having a pair of inverted duplicated markers.
Seed yield evaluations: Ninety-eight of the Major � StellarOnce the two research groups had used common mark-

DH lines and seven checks were evaluated for seed yield nearers to build a consensus map (Osborn et al. 1997; But-
Marshallville, Georgia, by Mycogen Plant Sciences. The lines

ruille et al. 1999; our unpublished data), it became were planted in October 1992 in 1.5-m-long plots containing
clear that LG6 was actually two linkage groups corre- six rows spaced 30 cm apart and plots spaced 1.5 m apart.

The experimental design consisted of a balanced group designsponding to N7 and N16 and that both populations had
with four replications (blocks). The lines were separated intoa reciprocal transposition segregating in them.
three groups of 35 entries according to their flowering timesIn this article, we present a more thorough descrip-
and planted in these groups to facilitate harvest. The entries

tion of the N7-N16 reciprocal transposition and charac- were swathed at maturity and combined, and the yield (in
terize its effects on genetic recombination and seed kilograms/hectare) estimated from the harvested seed. The

mean seed yield of each DH line was calculated and used toyield in progenies segregating for the rearrangement.
determine the effect of the segregating rearrangement onWe provide evidence that the rearrangement involves
seed yield.interstitial homeologous regions of N7 and N16, that it

The two populations of IB lines were evaluated for seed
may be widespread in annual B. napus germ plasm, and yield as lines per se and as hybrids to Topas in two spring-
that it could be an important determinant of seed yield planted, replicated trials near Madison, Wisconsin, in 1996

and 1997. The details of those trials are described in But-in breeding programs using crosses among divergent
ruille et al. (1999). We calculated least-square means of IBcultivars. The effects of the segregating rearrangement
lines and their hybrids to determine the effect of the segregat-on seed yield also provide evidence for the selective
ing rearrangement on seed yield.

advantage of allopolyploidy through the fixation of in-
tergenomic heterozygosity.

RESULTS

Evidence for a homeologous reciprocal transpositionMATERIALS AND METHODS
based on marker segregation: Five populations used for

Plant materials and RFLP analyses: Six segregating popula- mapping molecular markers provided evidence for seg-tions of oilseed B. napus were used for this study. Three were
regation of a reciprocal transposition between homeolo-populations of doubled haploid (DH) lines, one derived from
gous regions of linkage groups N7 and N16. The clearestan F1 of Major (a French biennial rapeseed cultivar) � a DH

line derived from Stellar (a Canadian annual canola cultivar; evidence came from three segregating populations of
Ferreira et al. 1994) and the other two derived from a pair DH lines derived from an F1 plant of Major (European
of reciprocal F1’s (N72-8 and N69-8) of N-o-1 (a DH line biennial) � Stellar DH (Canadian annual; Ferreira et
derived from the Canadian annual canola cultivar Westar) �

al. 1994) and from reciprocal F1’s of N-o-9 (EuropeanN-o-9 (a DH line derived from a British biennial breeding
biennial) � N-o-1 (Canadian annual; Sharpe et al.line; Sharpe et al. 1995). Two were populations composed of

inbred backcross (IB) lines derived by backcrossing Ceres (a 1995). These populations were derived from highly ho-
German biennial canola cultivar) as a donor to Westar or mozygous parents and they contain lines that were com-
Marnoo (an Australian annual canola cultivar) as recurrent pletely homozygous due to chromosome doubling of
parents (Butruille et al. 1999). The sixth was a segregating

haploids. Most probes detected segregating loci forpopulation of DH lines derived from F1 plant N61-13 from
which the two parents had polymorphic allelic frag-the resynthesized B. napus � N-o-9 population described by

Parkin (1995). ments and the progenies had either one or the other
The RFLP data for loci on N7 and N16 were collected as fragment. However, several probes detected segregating

described previously (Major � Stellar, Ferreira et al. 1994; loci for which the two parents had identical size frag-
Thormann et al. 1996; N-o-1 � N-o-9, Sharpe et al. 1995; IB

ments (monomorphic). In these cases, the monomor-populations, Butruille et al. 1999; N61-13, Parkin et al.
phic fragment from each parent was allelic to a polymor-1995). The probes used in this study were described by Fer-

reira et al. (1994), Sharpe et al. (1995), and Thormann et al. phic fragment detected by the same probe in the other
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Figure 1.—Segregation of RFLP markers on linkage groups N7 and N16 of B. napus. RFLP patterns are shown for four probes,
EC2H2, WG7F5, WG5A1, and cA37 (top to bottom on the left) hybridized to EcoRI- (for WG7F5), HindIII- (for EC2H2 and
WG5A1), or DraI- (for cA37) digested DNAs from the parents, Major (M) and Stellar (S), and 10 F1-derived DH lines. Numbers
assigned to each fragment and their allelic relationships are shown. Scoring of these loci and other linked loci in the DH lines
are shown on the right: M, S, U, and — indicate homozygous Major, homozygous Stellar, and unknown and missing data,
respectively. For the pair of homeologous loci in which Major and Stellar shared identical alleles (e.g., wg7f5a and wg7f5b), the
genotypes of DH lines missing both identical alleles (e.g., DH line nos. 2, 4, and 7) were known to be M at one locus and S at
the other and assignments of these genotypes were made to minimize crossovers. The positions of the exchange break points
are shown with gray horizontal lines. Loci within the regions of the transposition (e.g., wg7f5a and wg7f5b and wg5a1a and
wg5a1b) had identical alleles at homeologous loci, resulting in unusual segregation patterns. Loci above (e.g., ec2h2a on N7)
and below (e.g., cA37 on N7) the rearranged regions had normal segregation patterns. Genotypes of the parents for loci detected
by these probes are shown on the far right. DH lines 1, 3, 5, 6, 8, 9, and 10 have parental configurations for the transposition;
DH lines 2, 4, and 7 have nonparental configurations.

parent. This could be recognized by the absence of the the most likely explanation for the presence of identical
alleles from each parent in regions that are expectedmonomorphic fragment when both polymorphic frag-

ments were present and by the presence of two doses to be homeologous (Figure 2). N7 derives from B. rapa
and N16 from B. oleracea (Parkin et al. 1995), and thisof the monomorphic fragment when both polymorphic

fragments were absent (see WG5A1 in Figure 1). For expectation was confirmed for the entire N7 and N16
linkage groups in the biennial parents by matching frag-one probe, the monomorphic fragments were allelic to

a second set of monomorphic fragments, recognized by ment sizes of alleles to those in the diploid germ plasm
(data not shown). In the annual parents, N7 and N16the presence of two doses of one monomorphic frag-

ment when the other monomorphic fragment was ab- loci outside the exchange region had normal segrega-
tion patterns (e.g., ec2h2a and cA37 in Figure 1) andsent (WG7F5 in Figure 1). The unusual loci detected

by these probes were linked on homeologous regions alleles with fragment sizes that matched their expected
origins; however, loci within the exchange region hadof N7 and N16, with the monomorphic fragment at the

locus from one parent mapping to N7 and that from unusual segregation patterns (e.g., wg7f5a and wg5a1a in
Figure 1) and alleles with fragment sizes that matchedthe other parent mapping to N16 (Figure 1).

A reciprocal transposition in one of the two parents is the reverse of their expected origins (data not shown).
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Figure 2.—Configuration of chromo-
somes corresponding to B. napus linkage
groups N7 and N16 in meiosis of F1 plants
heterozygous for an interstitial reciprocal
transposition and the resulting gametes,
RFLP patterns, and seed yields of DH lines
derived from these meioses. The species ori-
gin of the chromosomes or chromosome
segments (dark shading for B. oleracea and
light shading for B. rapa) and the cultivars
used as parents having these chromosome
constitutions are shown. Gametes resulting
from these meioses contain parental or
nonparental configurations for the re-
arrangement, resulting from alternate and
adjacent-1 segregation, respectively. The
RFLP patterns of DH lines derived from
these gametes are shown for two homeolo-
gous loci and correspond to the patterns
observed for probe WG5A1 in Figure 1. The
number of DH lines derived from the (Ma-
jor � Stellar) F1 having each of the four
configurations and that were evaluated for
seed yield are shown along with their mean
seed yields and standard errors (SE).

Thus, the reciprocal transposition appears to have oc- The quadrivalent structure reveals two synapsis ex-
change points (Figure 3a). One of these points (topcurred in the lineages of the Canadian annual parents.

The meiotic configuration of the F1 between these arrow in Figure 3a) probably corresponds to the begin-
ning of the exchanged regions on N7 and N16 thatparents, and the resulting gametes, can be visualized

like those of a translocation heterozygote (Figure 2). contained RFLP loci with unusual segregation patterns
(Figures 1 and 2). The bottom arrow probably corre-The DH lines derived from these F1’s represent gamete

genotypes. Ignoring recombination, these lines could sponds to a synapsis exchange between homeologs near
the ends of the chromosomes, perhaps due to a secondbe placed into four genotypic categories: two having

parental configurations for the rearranged region (B. exchange event that resulted in the terminal segments
having their original centromere associations. A normalrapa for N7 and B. oleracea for N16 or the reverse),

resulting from alternate segregation, and two having segregation pattern was observed for an RFLP locus at
the end of N7 in the Major � Stellar population (cA37nonparental configurations (B. rapa for both N7 and

N16 or B. oleracea for both N7 and N16), resulting from in Figure 1) and at the end of both N7 and N16 (pO3
and pO10 in Figure 3) in the N72-8 population (Sharpeadjacent-1 segregation (Figure 2). We did not observe

DH genotypes resulting from adjacent-2 segregation, 1997), supporting the hypothesis that the reciprocal
transposition involved only interstitial segments of thewhich would have contained either two N7 homologs

or two N16 homologs for nonexchanged portions of chromosomes. Equivalent synapsis exchanges also were
present in the quadrivalents observed in the other fivethese chromosomes. In translocation heterozygotes of

maize, adjacent-2 segregation produces nonviable ga- spreads from F1 nuclei. Analysis of the synaptonemal
complexes from the F1 hybrids allowed the physicalmetes and can be detected by a high frequency of non-

staining pollen (Burnham 1962). In our study, all par- length of the exchanged region to be estimated at ap-
proximately one-third of the total length of the N7 andents and F1 hybrids tested (Stellar, Westar, Major, Ceres,

Major � Stellar, and Westar � Ceres) had �95% stain- N16 chromosomes.
Effect of the reciprocal transposition on recombina-able pollen.

Cytological evidence for a reciprocal transposition: tion frequency: The effect of the reciprocal transposi-
tion on recombination frequency was evaluated by com-Synaptonemal complexes were made of the pachytene

stage of prophase I from meiotic cells of anthers from paring the genetic distances calculated for linkage
group N16 in populations affected and unaffected byN-o-9 � N-o-1 F1 hybrids. The six spreads with the most

well-separated chromosomes were evaluated and showed the rearrangement (Figure 3b). This demonstrated that
the reciprocal transposition has a negative effect onthe same characteristic quadrivalent structure during

meiosis (Figure 3a). Equivalent spreads of the two par- recombination frequency in the affected N72-8 popula-
tion (Sharpe et al. 1995) when compared to the unaf-ent genotypes did not exhibit a quadrivalent as in the

F1 hybrids. fected N61-13 population (Parkin 1995).
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Figure 3.—Cytological and ge-
netic mapping evidence for the N7-
N16 reciprocal transposition. (a)
Meiotic chromosome behavior in the
F1 hybrid N-o-9 � N-o-1. Part of a
synaptonemal complex spread show-
ing quadrivalent formation between
two chromosome pairs. Two synapsis
exchange points are indicated by
arrows. Bar, 2 �m. (b) Integrated ge-
netic linkage data for linkage group
N16 based on segregation data in the
N72-8 (Sharpe et al. 1995) and N61-
13 (Parkin 1995) populations of DH
lines. Vertical lines represent the N16
linkage groups and locus codes as de-
scribed in Sharpe et al. (1995). Loci
common to both populations are rep-
resented by horizontal lines across
both vertical lines. Map distances in
centimorgans (cM) on the left and
right side are those calculated for the
N72-8 and N61-13 populations, re-
spectively. Total map lengths are rep-
resented at the bottom of the link-

age groups, with the length of the region where the two linkage groups can be compared in parentheses. All loci separated by
recombination in either population are represented with even spacing to facilitate the comparison of recombination frequencies.
The solid bar indicates the intervals on the linkage groups where the recombination frequencies differed to a degree expected
to occur by chance with P � 0.001.

Effects of the reciprocal transposition on seed yield: contained (Ceres vs. Westar or Marnoo). Thus, the two
parental configurations were combined into one groupThe configuration of the N7-N16 rearrangement had a

large and highly significant effect on seed yield of DH that contained two B. rapa homologs. The nonparental
types had zero, one, three, or four copies of B. rapalines derived from Major � Stellar (P � 0.00001 for the

effect due to N7-N16 configuration from analysis of homologs.
For each population (Westar as recurrent parent orvariance). Lines with the parental configurations had

the highest yields and lines with the nonparental con- Marnoo as recurrent parent), the configuration of the
N7-N16 rearrangement had a large and highly signifi-figurations had significantly lower yields (Figure 2).

Lines having recombination within the rearranged re- cant effect on seed yield of the IB lines per se (P �
0.001). The effect was similar to that observed for thegion were not included in the analysis. Of the two paren-

tal configurations, lines with the nonrearranged form Major � Stellar DH lines: IB lines with the parental
configurations (two B. rapa homologs) had the highestof N7-N16 (Major type) had significantly higher yield

than those with the rearranged form (Stellar type). Seed seed yield and lines with nonparental configurations
(zero, one, three, or four B. rapa homologs) had re-yields of lines having the two nonparental configura-

tions did not differ significantly from each other. Only duced seed yields (Figure 4a). The configuration of the
rearrangement also had a significant effect on seed yieldthree lines having the nonparental configuration with

B. oleracea segments in the rearranged region produced of hybrids produced by crossing each IB line to Topas
as a tester (P � 0.05). The effect was similar to thatenough seed to be evaluated for yield in the field. Three

additional lines with this configuration did not produce observed for the lines per se : hybrids derived from lines
with the parental configurations had higher seed yieldsenough seed to be evaluated in the field. Inclusion of

these lines might have further reduced the mean seed than those derived from lines with nonparental config-
urations, although the magnitude of this effect was muchyield of this category.

Effects of the N7-N16 reciprocal transposition on seed smaller than that for the IB lines per se (Figure 4b).
yield also were evaluated for two populations of IB lines
derived by crossing Ceres (European biennial, no re-

DISCUSSION
arrangement) as a donor to Westar and Marnoo (Cana-
dian annual and Australian annual, respectively, both A reciprocal transposition involving interstitial ho-

meologous segments of linkage groups N7 and N16 ofcarrying the rearrangement) as recurrent parents.
These lines were categorized for the number of B. rapa B. napus was identified on the basis of the presence of

identical alleles at two homeologous sets of linked RFLPhomologs using data for the five pairs of homeologous
RFLP loci in the rearranged region (Figure 1). They loci in segregating populations of DH lines, and the

presence of a reciprocal transposition was verified inwere not categorized on the basis of which allele they
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adjacent-1 and adjacent-2 segregation results in nonvia-
ble gametes due to chromosomal deficiencies created
by these segregation patterns (Burnham 1962). In B.
napus, the N7-N16 reciprocal transposition is between
homeologous regions of these chromosomes, and there-
fore severe gene deficiencies are not created by the loss
of only one of the two homeologous regions resulting
from adjacent-1 segregation. The products of adjacent-2
segregation also should not have severe gene deficien-
cies, since the nonrearranged portions of N7 and N16
have homeologous regions on N17 and N6, respectively
(Parkin et al. 1995), which would compensate for their
loss in adjacent-2 segregation. This is consistent with
our observation of �95% stainable pollen from F1’s that
were heterozygous for the exchange; however, we did
not observe progenies with genotypes that would result
from adjacent-2 segregation. It is possible that adja-
cent-2 segregation occurred and the products devel-
oped into stainable pollen, but some minor deficiencies
prevented their development into plants during micro-
spore culture. Alternatively, adjacent-2 segregation may
not have occurred. This type of segregation requires
formation of a ring of four chromosomes in meiosis,
and suppression of recombination in the exchanged
region may have prevented formation of this meiotic
configuration. Observation of these chromosome struc-
tures at diakinesis would confirm this; however, the
small size of chromosomes N7 and N16 would limit thisFigure 4.—Mean seed yields of IB lines per se (a) and in

hybrid combination with Topas (b) divided into five categories analysis. Chromosome O6 in B. oleracea is equivalent to
for the N7-N16 rearrangement. IB lines from two populations N16 and has been characterized as one of the smallest
with Marnoo or Westar as recurrent parents are shown by chromosomes in the C genome (Howell et al. 2002).
open and solid bars, respectively. The number of IB lines in

The most likely reason for the greatly reduced recombi-each category is shown at the base of the bars. Standard errors
nation observed in linkage group N16 is chiasma suppres-for each category are indicated at the tops of the bars.
sion caused by the failure of intimate pairing around ex-
change break points in heterozygotes (Sybenga 1975;
Parker et al. 1982). Alternatively, an additional chromo-meiosis of the F1 genotype for one of these populations.

Four types of progenies were observed from F1’s that somal rearrangement, such as an inversion, could be
present in the exchanged region in one of the parentswere heterozygous for the transposition: two represent-

ing the parental configurations resulting from alternate of the N72-8 population. This would not be surprising
considering the level of duplication detected within N16segregation and two representing the nonparental con-

figurations resulting from adjacent-1 segregation. The in B. napus (Parkin et al. 2003) and the equivalent O6
chromosome in B. oleracea (Ryder et al. 2001). Thenonparental progeny class with two copies of the B.

oleracea region was underrepresented in the Major � physical size of the rearranged region is difficult to esti-
mate accurately from the RFLP and cytological evidenceStellar population (Figure 2). Self-incompatibility loci

have been mapped in B. rapa and B. oleracea to homologs presented here; however, comparative mapping be-
tween B. oleracea and Arabidopsis using RFLP markersof N7 (R7) and N16 (O6) in regions where the rearrange-

ment occurs in B. napus (Camargo et al. 1997; Ekuere has revealed that this region is likely to be 5–10 Mbp
(Ryder et al. 2001). The RFLP probes used in this study1997). It is possible that self-incompatibility alleles at the

B. oleracea locus are functional in B. napus, but normally are being anchored to a B. napus bacterial artificial
chromosome library, and this should allow for a moresuperceded by the presence of self-compatibility alleles

at the B. rapa locus. In our study, latent self-incompatibil- accurate estimation of the physical size of the re-
arrangement in the future.ity may have been exposed in the underrepresented

nonparental class, and this could have caused inadver- The detection of this rearrangement through segrega-
tion analysis was simplified by the use of doubled hap-tent selection against these genotypes during seed in-

creases. loid lines and RFLP markers. Doubled haploid lines
are completely homozygous, whereas F2 and backcrossIn diploid organisms, translocations occur between

chromosomes that have little or no homeology, and populations include heterozygotes, which could compli-
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cate the assignment of alleles to loci in the rearranged the reciprocal transposition could have come from any
one of these sources. If it came from Liho or Bronowski,region. RFLP markers simplified identification of the

reciprocal transposition because they detect codomi- it has not been maintained due to genetic linkage with
canola quality factors because genes for low glucosino-nant alleles at sets of homeologous loci, unlike less infor-

mative AFLP or RAPD markers. A reciprocal transposi- lates and low erucic acid map elsewhere in the genome
(Toroser et al. 1995; Thormann et al. 1996), and canolation would not be easily recognized by scoring DNA

fragments as dominant markers (presence or absence quality cultivars without the N7-N16 transposition have
been developed (Ceres and N-o-9 used in this study andof fragments), and this type of scoring could lead to

spurious linkage associations. Fragments at single loci Topas; see below). All of these potential sources of the
N7-N16 reciprocal transposition are annual forms of B.within the rearrangement (present in one parent and

absent in the other) would be mapped correctly as loci napus and they could have been isolated reproductively
from biennial forms since before domestication. Thein either one or the other of the chromosomes involved

in the rearrangement. Identical size fragments that oc- European annual germ plasm in general has different
parents in its pedigree (except for the sources of canolacur at loci in both the rearranged and nonrearranged

homeologs (present in both parents) also would segre- quality) and the N7-N16 reciprocal transposition may
not be widespread in this germ plasm. Indeed, Topas,gate in the progenies, but they would produce a compos-

ite segregation pattern of a pair of homeologous loci. a European annual cultivar, does not carry this re-
arrangement (Kelly 1996).This pattern would exhibit linkage to loci in each of the

homeologous regions and spuriously associate linkage Plant breeders often make crosses between cultivars
having different genetic backgrounds to identify newgroups representing separate but homeologous chro-

mosomes. Livingstone et al. (2000) used simulated data favorable gene combinations. The N7-N16 reciprocal
transposition could segregate in some of these crossessets to show how variances in recombination frequencies

can be used to identify pseudolinkage caused by recipro- and have a large effect on seed yield. Phenotypic selec-
tion would probably be effective in avoiding nonparen-cal translocations. However, they did not consider the

potential for reciprocal transpositions of homeologous tal configurations of the rearrangement because our
results show that the seed yields of these are greatlyregions and the use of homeologous marker loci to aid

in identifying these rearrangements. reduced. However, if there are smaller differences in
seed yield between the two parental configurations, asChromosomal rearrangements have been hypothe-

sized as a major cause of reproductive isolation and we observed for the Major � Stellar progeny, then geno-
typing of the rearranged region and selection on thespeciation due to decreased fertility in hybrids of re-

arranged genotypes (White 1978). However, a recent basis of molecular markers could be valuable. Markers
also would be of value in determining if genes of intereststudy in yeast found more translocations between closely

related species than between more distantly related spe- are linked to this region, and if so, for selecting favorable
alleles linked to the desired configuration of the re-cies, suggesting that chromosomal rearrangements are

not a prerequisite for speciation (Fischer et al. 2000). arrangement. A good example is LEM, a locus affecting
resistance to black leg disease, which maps to N7 nearIn B. napus, the N7-N16 reciprocal transposition appears

to have very little effect on fertility of plants heterozy- the exchange point of the transposition (LG6 in Fer-
reira et al. 1995).gous for the rearrangement. F1 hybrids between the

parents used in this study were completely male and We do not know the genetic bases for the seed yield
differences associated with different configurations offemale fertile, and hybrids between all the IB lines and

Topas (some of which must have been heterozygous the N7-N16 rearrangement; however, some potential
causes seem unlikely. The populations we analyzed werefor the transposition) produced very high seed yields,

suggesting that they had no serious reduction in fertility. derived from crosses of annual and biennial cultivars,
and it is possible that N7 and/or N16 segregated forThe origin of the N7-N16 reciprocal transposition is

not known, but we observed this rearrangement in sev- genes affecting flowering time that also had an effect on
seed yield. However, we previously analyzed three of theseeral lines that have common parents in their pedigree.

Westar and Stellar (both carrying the transposition) are populations for QTL controlling flowering time and did
not find any significant flowering-time effects that cose-Canadian cultivars derived from selections of Argentine

(a cultivar introduced into Canada from Argentina) gregated with the N7-N16 rearrangement (Osborn et al.
1997; Butruille et al. 1999). It is also possible thatcrossed to the sources of low erucic acid (Liho) and low

glucosinolates (Bronowski) used to produce all canola some configurations of the rearrangement caused re-
duced seed yield because of reduced gametic fertilityquality cultivars (J. L. Sernyk, personal communica-

tion). Our data indicate that Marnoo has the reciprocal associated with aberrant meioses. For example, plants
having two B. rapa or two B. oleracea homologs in thetransposition and Kelly (1996) identified the transposi-

tion in Maluka. Both of these are Australian cultivars region of the exchange might have an increased fre-
quency of multivalents in meiosis due to pairing be-and both have Argentine, Liho, and Bronowski in their

pedigrees (J. L. Sernyk, personal communication). Thus, tween these homologous regions. However, we did not
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observe reduced fertility associated with any of the con- arrangement and could have depressed seed yield. B.
figurations. Also, one would expect plants that are het- napus can be resynthesized from hybridization of B.
erozygous for the exchange to experience the greatest oleracea and B. rapa (Song et al. 1993), and progenies
frequency of aberrant meioses and reduction in fertility, from crosses of these new polyploids with natural B. napus
but the seed yields of hybrids between IB lines and appear to readily acquire rearrangements between ho-
Topas, which would have included a high frequency of meologous chromosomes (Parkin et al. 1995). If proge-
transposition heterozygotes, were the same as or greater nies from self-pollination of resynthesized B. napus poly-
than those of the IB lines per se (Figure 4, a and b). In ploids acquire reciprocal transpositions, segregation
a separate study, we found high levels of heterosis for studies of these may help further our understanding of
F1 hybrids, some of which were heterozygous for the the importance of intergenome heterozygosity in newly
N7-N16 transposition (Butruille et al. 1999). Appar- formed allopolyploids.
ently, B. napus is tolerant of any potential effects that We thank James Sutton, Carlos Thormann, and Robert Vogelzang
the N7-N16 rearrangement might have on meiotic irreg- for technical assistance and anonymous reviewers for helpful com-
ularities. ments. Research support was provided by the National Research Initia-

tive Competitive Grants Program/United States Department of Agri-Our preferred explanation for the effects of different
culture (grant nos. 9500894 and 9801827 to T.C.O.), by an industrialconfigurations of this rearrangement on seed yield is
consortium to T.C.O., by a scholarship from Conselho Nacional debased on their effects on the level of intergenome hetero- Desenvolvimento Cientifico e Tecnologico, Government of Brazil, to

zygosity. The success of disomic allopolyploids has often D.V.B., and by Cambridge Plant Breeders Twyfords and Advanta Seeds
been attributed to heterosis associated with fixed hetero- to D.J.L.
zygosity in the form of different alleles contributed by
each parental genome (Grant 1971; White 1978). This
hypothesis is difficult to test and there is little empirical LITERATURE CITED
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